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Airmen Deliver School Supplies, Soccerballs to Safwan School
Story and photo by SPC Brandon Hubbard

Students received a gift of supplies and athletic equipment Wednesday, Feb. 6, at a school near Umm Qasr, Iraq.
Airmen from the 887th Expeditionary Security Forces Squadron, Moody Air Force Base, Georgia, delivered dozens of
supplies to the students, including paper, coloring books, pencils, crayons and hand-sewn book bags, as well as a dozen
soccer balls. Many of the materials were donations from Girl Scout Troop 76 from Cornwall, New York.
The 887th ESFS is charged with the external security of Forward Operating Base Bucca, under the command of
the 300th Military Police Brigade.
“Taking a diversion from routine patrols lets us meet and interact with the local populous,” said Staff Sgt. Matt
Hamblen, the patrol squad leader.
Speaking with the headmaster of the school, Hamblen explained that the items were all provided by Americans
who support the Iraqi people and want to see them succeed.
In January, Al-Basra became the ninth province to be returned to the Iraqi Government. During this period, the
Army, Navy and Air Force service members at Camp Bucca in the southern province are assisting the Iraqi population
with healthcare, supplies and other humanitarian aid.
Continued on page 7
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COMMANDER COLUMN
Bucca Team,
Thank you for the hard work you are continuing to
do. I could not be more proud of all we have accomplished in the few short weeks since the 300th MP Brigade’s Transfer of Authority.
First of all, farewell and job well done to 705th Military Police Battalion. Welcome to Maj. Steve
Shatzer’s 400th MP Battalion from Maryland. The 705th served with distinction, and I have no doubt that the 400th will step up to the plate and continue
this tradition of excellence through enforcing leadership, discipline and
standards.
Welcome to our Oklahoma National Guard soldiers from the 45th Brigade
Combat Team. I am glad to have you here, and I look forward to working
with you. Your skills and talents bring unique capabilities to Camp Bucca,
and your mission is one of the most important.

carlos.vinson@iraq.centcom.mil

Public Affairs Journalist
SPC Brandon Hubbard
Brandon.hubbard@iraq.centcom.mil

Questions, comments, suggestions or submissions, please
send to Staff Sgt. Carlos D.
Vinson at DSN: 318-853-1369,
or carlos.vinson@iraq.centcom.mil

To all the troops, I ask everyone to help with the transition bringing new
troops in. There may be longer lines at the DFAC or a longer wait for a
treadmill at the gym. We are currently working to expand hours at the Post
Office, PX and DFAC; we are also building a new sports complex and an
entire new living area, LSA Knoxville. Please have patience. At the end of
the day and the end of your tour, the small frustrations will have been worth
it.
Why? Because there are more changes than the new troops, new stage and
new DFAC expansion – Bucca is in an exciting period of transition. What
we are doing today and every day is rewriting the manuals for not only de-

Editor’s Column
Public Affairs uses this newsletter to tell your story… and
we can’t do that if we don’t
know your story.
Tell us your story...
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CSM’ S C O L U M N
NOTES FROM THE BDE CSM:

CSM Virgil Akins

Hello Team, I write this letter today to say good bye to many of our fellow comrades that have left or who are leaving us. I appreciate all that you have
done to improve the quality of life for not just the military service members stationed here but also for the detainees, share in the spirit that makes America
great.
I would also like to welcome all the new military service members we
have joining us here at Camp Bucca. This is a great place to serve our nation.
Our mission is of great importance, and I look forward to serve with each and

every one of you.
The whole world is watching what we do, how we do it and you are a part of it. Everyone has a
stake in how we make this happen. Everyone no matter what part of our military service you come from,
nor how old or young you are. What we do here affects the balance of the world.
I again ask every one of you to take a look around. Ask yourself “Am I meeting that standard?” “Is
my buddy meeting that standard?” And if not, correct to standard. This really your responsibility and
yours alone. Yes, I am asking each and every one of you to step up to the plate and make the next leap forward and achieve what we all agreed to do— meet the U.S. Military Standard.
Be proud of your uniform, your unit and be proud to serve at Camp Bucca and the American people
as you volunteered to do.
Keep that positive attitude you all have. I ask that you take up the leadership standard and take
charge. I thank you all for what you do every day and night here at Camp Bucca in severing our great nation.
Be proud, show the world you care.

CHAPLAIN’S COLUMN
◄ SSG Kenneth
Isaac tightens new
skins on Bucca
Chapel drum set.

◄ Bucca Chapel
celebrated Mardi
Gras by giving
away 6,500 comfort
items.

Camp Bucca Chapel
expansion began 1 Feb.
2008. ►

Chaplain (Col.) Bucon
prepares for Ash
Wednesday.►
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705th Military Police Battalion Says Farewell to Camp Bucca,
Transfers Authority to 400th MP Battalion
The 400th MP Battalion, commanded by Maj. Steven Shatzer, took
over for Lt. Col. Patrick Williams’ 705th MP Battalion Feb. 10 during a
ceremony presided over by Task Force 134 commander Marine Maj. Gen.
Doug Stone and the 300th Military Police Brigade’s Brig. Gen. Robert Hipwell.
“That’s exactly the type of work ethic and commitment to our mission that the 705th has brought to Camp Bucca, TF 134, and this theater of
operations,” said Stone. “The work done by the 705th has created a level of
operations that will become doctrine for the US Army.”
As a small though significant example of the caliber of work the
705th has accomplished, Stone noted that the new stage on which the ceremony was conducted had not
even existed 24 hours ago, but was built by 705th and other soldiers working through the night.
“The 705th has lived up to the strong traditions of the Military Police Corps, the US Army, and the
US military as a whole,” said Hipwell. “Their outstanding accomplishments have raised the bar, and I
have ultimate faith and confidence that Maj. Shatzer, the officers, NCOs and soldiers of the 400th will continue –and expand on—the good work.”
Stone noted that the 705th was one of the more significant
units in the shift of focus within detention operations. The 705th
was instrumental in implementing Stone’s new strategy for detention operations at Camp Bucca.
“The work of the 705th was part of what put Camp Bucca
on the map,” said Stone. “I am confident that the 400th’s operations will keep us there.”
Williams added that Stone’s strategy and vision enabled
him to move the extreme detainees away from the moderates,
extracting the most violent and destructive individuals to separate compounds within Camp Bucca. Then the detainees with moderate beliefs could be exposed to programs that offered them peaceful and productive alternatives to rejoining the insurgency upon their eventual release.
“To marginalize extremists, you must identify and befriend the moderates,”
said Stone.
Stone also praised the leadership of the incoming and outgoing units.
“If there’s any one truth of great units, they are reflections of great leaders.
The 400th will take over and exceed what 705th has done,” Stone said. “This is not
only the Army way, it is the way of these two men [Williams and Shatzer].”
Williams thanked his soldiers for all their hard work in a challenging mission.
“In addition to the 705th, I have to thank a lot of other people,” he said. “We owe our
accomplishments to literally thousands of Airmen, Sailors and Soldiers from other
units. We could not have executed our mission without you.”
The 705th has been recommended for the OIF campaign streamer and the
Meritorious Unit Commendation.
“Soldiers of the 400th,” said Shatzer. “I know you will make us all proud.
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SECURITY FORCES
A Proud Heritage -- An Enduring Legacy
Of all the Air Force personnel here on FOB Bucca, over 95% are Security
Forces Members and are extremely proud of the heritage and experience we bring
to the mission. From Force Protection and Base Defense to Detainee Security, the
members of the 586th, 886th, and 887th Expeditionary Security Forces Squadrons,
stand with pride beside our military brothers and sisters to carry out the mission.
This mission is the latest in our proud history.
From their beginnings in WW II and the Korean War, Security Police continued to perform critical
missions throughout the 1970’s and 1980’s. During the fall of Saigon, SPs were key in “OPERATION
BABYLIFT,” the evaluation of children from Vietnam. In May 1975, during the USS Mayaguez rescue
attempt, 18 Security Policemen lost their lives in Thailand when their helicopter crashed. The SPs were
also on the ground as part of OPERATIONS RESTORE HOPE and JUST CAUSE.
In 1990, SPs from Germany were some of the first on the ground in Saudi Arabia after the Iraqi
Army invaded Kuwait. Over 5,000 Security Police participated in OPERATIONS DESERT SHIELD and
DESERT STORM. They continued to be part of operations in Southwest Asia in OPERATIONS SOUTHERN WATCH, PROVIDE COMFORT, and NORTHERN WATCH.
In 1997, due to more focus on security and force protection, our name changed to fit the emphasis
of our mission. Security Police became Security Forces, and all members of the team became experts in a
wider range of duties. The main emphasis of this change was to ensure that all Security Forces members
were trained and prepared to do their primary job at home station, but in a moment’s notice deploy and defend a base anywhere in the world. This proved to be a foreshadowing of events to come.
After the attacks of September 11, 2001, all Security Forces were put to the test. Active duty,
Guard, and Reserves all answered the call and deployed worldwide to defend, not only Air Force, but DoD
and Coalition installations. From Afghanistan to the Philippines, and Alaska to the Horn of Africa, Security Forces have played a key role in both OPERATIONS ENDURING FREEDOM and IRAQI FREEDOM. We continue that mission here at Camp Bucca, today.
It is somewhat ironic that 60 years after the Air Force Military Police were separated from the
Army Military Police, we once again find ourselves serving side-by-side. In Detainee Operations, Force
Protection, or Base Defense, we work hard as part of this joint team. Security Forces should be proud of
our heritage, and prouder still to be part of this mission and the accomplishment we have all made here in
Iraq.
Lt Col DALE A. MILLER, Lt Col, USAFR
Commander, 886 ESFS
For more history: http://afsf.lackland.af.mil/Heritage/History/heritage_index.htm
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Top Marine in Middle East Visits Camp Bucca
First Osprey Landing at the Forward Operating Base in Southern Iraq
Marine Lt. Gen. Samuel L. Helland, commander of U.S. Marine Corps Forces Central Command, and Marine Lt. Gen. Ronald S. Coleman, Deputy Commandant for Manpower and Reserve Affairs,
visited the largest detention facility in Iraq Feb. 9.
Maj. Gen. Doug Stone, commander of Task
Force 134 Detention Operations, and Brig. Gen.
Robert Hipwell, the commander of Task Force Bucca,
welcomed the Marines.
Camp Bucca is the second largest Forward Operating Base (FOB), and largest detention facility in Iraq, holding over 20,000 persons determined under
UN resolutions to be imperative risks to security.
Helland experienced first-hand how the facility not only provides care and custody for the detainees
but engages them in educational and vocational programs that equip them for a potential return to society.
It is important to understand the detainees in order to engage them with programs to counter extremist tendencies, Maj. Gen. Stone explained. The average detainee is 29 years old and lives with a family (if not his own, then with his extended family members), said Stone. Initial evaluations of detainees
consistently reveal that many have little or no education and few employable skills; for example, about
60% of the detainees at Camp Bucca have less than a third grade education. Such uneducated and unemployed individuals are prey to insurgents who offer them relatively large amounts of money to engage in
violent acts against their fellow Iraqis and coalition forces.
Hipwell explained that Camp Bucca’s programs help equip detainees to re-enter Iraqi society as
productive and educated individuals.
One of the ways Camp Bucca achieves this is
through the Multinational Forces Review Committee
(MNFRC) process. Until June, Stone explained, no detainee
met with anyone to explain why he was in detention. Every
six months, his records were reviewed by US, Iraqi, and UN
personnel but the results were not shared with the detainee.
“Very little was being discussed with the detainee,”
said Stone. “The average amount of time a detainee would
spend with Coalition personnel was 21 minutes.”
Bucca now
has a system that assesses the detainee and recommends release or further detention.
Helland and Coleman sat in on a board and watched first-hand how
the detainees interact with the US personnel. Over 20,000 boards
have been convened at Camp Bucca, and the detainees released
through the MNFRC process are about 20 times less likely to become recidivists than those detainees released through other means.
“Since we started these programs, we have twice the population, a fifth of the violence,” said Stone. “That tells us that we’re
doing the right thing.”
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Continue — Airmen Deliver School Supplies, Soccerballs to Safwan School
◄Airmen from the 887th Expeditionary Security Forces
Squadron take a load of soccer balls to a school near
Umm Quasr, Iraq, Wednesday, Feb. 7. The donation is
part of an area-wide effort in near Forward Operating
Base Bucca to aid the surrounding citizens in maintaining
their newly returned province. Al-Basra became the
ninth province in Iraq to be returned to the people and
Iraqi government in January.

Staff Sgt. Matthew Hamblen distributes schools supplies►
to an Iraqi man for his younger brothers Wednesday,
Feb. 7. The donation is part of an area-wide effort in near
Forward Operating Base Bucca to aid the surrounding citizens in maintaining their newly returned province. AlBasra became the ninth region in Iraq to be returned to the
people and Iraqi government in January.
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Detainees compete in first Bucca Cup
Story by SPC Brandon Hubbard

It is a scene that could be found in almost anywhere in the world- a soccer field of athletes competing on an open field. Except the players are detainees, and this is Iraq.
Nearing midnight Friday, the final two teams of the Bucca Cup are playing their hearts out in front
of more than 150 of their fellow detainees under the lights of the detention facility.
"They love this," said Air Force 1st Lt. Chris Snell, a detention compound commander with the
886th Expeditionary Security Forces Squadron. "They [the detainees] are all excited about this game."
Their excitement shows. Late in the first half, a player drives a kick past the goalie for the first
score of the game. The players on the sideline and spectators leap to their feet, running on the field to celebrate.
"They take this game so seriously," Snell said. "Some of them stitch extra material into the toes of
their shoes and stencil the Nike swoosh on their uniforms."
Typically, detainees are issued socks and sandals for footwear. For the match, however, they have
adapted multiple pairs of socks in layers, which have been modified to add shin guards and lining in the
toes.
But, the sock-footed players aren't hindered by their footwear, Snell said.
"Just keep watching, they're great players," he said. "Some of them can even bicycle kick [a mid-air
kick while doing a flip].”
The soccer portion of the Bucca Cup began with 16 teams from throughout the facility. Because of
the make-up of the individual compounds, many teams are Sunni, Shiite or a combination.
"We have people from both beliefs playing together," Snell said. "It doesn't matter to them, because they just want to play."
In its entirety, the Bucca Cup was developed as an outlet for the detainees to utilize their talents and
energy, Snell said. Based on a similar competition for the U.S. service members at Camp Bucca, each
compound competed in soccer, painting, ping pong, chess, cleanest compounds, and a final category: contraband turned in to guards.
Camp Bucca is operated by Army, Navy and Air Force personnel commanded by Brig. Gen. Robert
Hipwell of the 300th Military Police Brigade. The unit is responsible for the care and custody of detainees
identified as security threats to Iraq.
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Tell Your Story
What you do makes a difference.
Story by CS1 Alan Jensen, Quad Section Leader, 384th MP BN

CS1 Jensen is a Navy Reservist from Hawaii
deployed with NPDB IV.
During my last deployment, one day I
came into the office to hear that a Master Chief
would be stopping by to borrow a camera. It
happened I had brought my camera to work
that day, and when I handed it to him, he
seemed to recognize me.
He said, “Al? Alan Jensen is that you?”
“Yes, Master Chief, it is,” I said.
“It’s me -- Billy, Billy Cronin.”
I stood there for a moment with a blank look
on my face, wondering who the guy was, and
then all of a sudden the light bulb in my head
came on.
To make a long story short:
Master Chief Bill Cronin used to Mess Cook
for me while we were on the USS Swordfish
(SSN 579). He was 17 years old at the time,
and I was 19 or 20. This took place during the
late 1970s, and I had lost track of him over the
years.
Fast forward to the current deployment…
Since he was now the Master Chief of that
AOR, he would stop by and visit us.
One day we had an awards ceremony at Ali Al Salim, and little to my knowledge he had come to
talk about me. He said a lot of nice things about me including a time when I had him get pork chops out of
the freezer that were almost impossible to find.
One of the things I remember him saying is that I was the mentor who laid a foundation inspiring
him to become the Master Chief he is today.
During the ceremony he presented me his coin. I have it today, and always it will mean more to me
than any other coin that I have received. It has a very special inscription that says ‘Shipmates Forever.’
Something else stood out that day, when a Second Class Petty Officer came up to me and said , “If
I didn’t know you, I wouldn’t have believed what Master Chief said, but because I know you and how you
are, I know everything he said was true.”
That was the best compliment I have ever received, not only because it was sincere, but because it
came from someone who was inspired and that’s what it’s all about.
Over the years I have had a very special mentor. Hi name is BMCS Charles Ah Nee, and he has
inspired me to “take care of your people no matter what.”
That is what I have always believed, and with his mentorship I do my best to do that.
As we all know, our most important resource is our people. My goal here at Camp Bucca is to
mentor our junior sailors to do their best, but most of all to take care of one another. You never know who
and where you’re going to meet someone down the road and what kind of impact you can have on them.
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Need A Passport?
If this is your first passport, you will need:
- Form DS-11 (available to download from http://iraq.usembassy.gov or travel.state.gov)
- Proof of Citizenship: please see info below
- Photo ID, 2 passport photos (see Photographic Requirements http://iraq.usebassy.gov/iraq/photo.
reg.htm)
- $100 (cash only)
PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP
*Please note that these requirements cannot be waived for service members in Iraq.*
Option 1: Original Birth Certificate
If you need to request your birth certificate, please visit the National Center for Health Statistics
website for contact information for the state registrars of vital statistics: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/
howto/w2w/w2welcom.htm.
PROOF OF IDENTITY
Current identifying documents containing your name and signature along with a physical description or
photograph (e.g., previous passport, Certificate of Naturalization, driver's license, etc.) If you have
changed your name since birth or becoming a US citizen, you must present three civil IDs with the new
name that are at least 5 years old or a marriage certificate or name change court order.
MAILED-IN APPLICATIONS
If it’s a first time passport or DS-11 form, you’ll need to come in person to take the oath.
TURNAROUND TIME
The turnaround time is approximately 14 days for regular blue passports.
VISAS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES FOR US MILITARY PERSONNEL
For information on entry requirements for foreign countries, please visit the following website:https://
www.fcg.pentagon.mil/fcg.cfm.
MORE INFORMATION
Please visit our website http://iraq.usembassy.gov or email us if you have additional questions. You may
call as at the following numbers:
US Landline 1-240-553-0589 or DSN 239-5632, 5635, 5271
Email is usually the best option: usconsulbaghdad@state.gov.
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